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NEW QUESTION: 1
Considering today's high divorce rate and growing number of
single-parent households, it is _______ that the most Americans
still adhere to the _______ belief in the importance of an
intact nuclear family.
A. encouraging . . obsolete
B. interesting . . popular
C. astonishing . . traditional
D. illuminating . . controversial
E. surprising . . superficial
Answer: C

Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Since an "intact nuclear family" contrasts with "today's"
marital trends, it is clear that the sentence refers to the
nuclear family as something out of the past. Thus, for the
second blank, a word like traditional (choice (E)) or possibly
obsolete (choice (B)) is needed. Choice E is better because the
word astonishing sets up the appropriate contrast, whereas the
idea that the belief is encouraging suggests a value judgment
unsupported by the rest of the sentence.

NEW QUESTION: 2
After a PC has received a DHCP address, it can ping some
devices on a subnet but it cannot ping other devices on the
same VLAN. Which two statements describe the issue? (Choose
two.)
A. The DNS server database is incorrect
B. The IP helper address of the router is configured
incorrectly
C. An ACL on the router blocked the ping
D. The ip domain command is configured incorrectly on the
router
E. The DHCP scope is configured incorrectly
F. A rogue DHCP server on the VLAN of the PC assigned
unexpected DHCP addresses to the unreachable devices
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: B
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